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Inspection Camera





Android, PC Waterproof 8mm USB Endoscope Camera AN99 - 2m
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Product number:172431-VAR

AVAILABILITY:In Stock - Ready to ship 

DELIVERY INFORMATION
DELIVERY INFORMATION



RRP:
				 
				£ 18.80
















1 pcs:
			

 £15.80













					CLUB TRENDY PRICE   - JOIN FOR FREE

You Save:
		 
		£ 3.00

Seen it cheaper?



		Choose length
	Select variant


















Only 1 left in stock! 
























ANY QUESTIONS? LIVE CHAT







	Description
	Review


	
Waterproof 8mm USB Endoscope Camera AN99 for Android, PC - 720p - 2MP



Use this endoscope camera and connect it to your smartphone with OTG function to take a look at places that are hard to reach. An ideal tool for mechanics, and to view in low light conditions. It has built-in 8 LEDs that allow you to see things in complete darkness.



Features:

- Useful endoscope camera for microUSB Android devices and PCs

- The camera has a USB port that you can transform to microUSB

- 2MP camera provides very clear close range pictures and videos

- You can take pictures and videos in HD resolution up to 1600 x 1200 pixels

- It's IP67 waterproof, so you can put the camera underwater and take cool snapshots and videos

- The endoscope camera works with microUSB-enabled smartphones with OTG function and PCs

- The integrated LEDs allow you to take pictures and videos in pitch black darkness

- Note: Please scan the QR code from the manual to download the required camera App



Specifications:

- Lens diameter: 8mm

- Frame rate: 30 fps

- Camera resolution: 640 x 480, 1280 x 720, 1280 x 960, 1280 x 1024, 1600 x 1200

- Waterproof level: IP67 (the unit can be dropped into a body of water up to a meter deep for half an hour)

- View angle: 70 degrees

- Video format: avi

- Photo format: jpeg

- Supported OS: Android, Windows XP, Vista, win 7, win 8, win 10



Package includes:

- Endoscope Camera AN99

- Magnet

- Hook

- Mirror

- User manual



** Before making a purchase please make sure your device supports OTG and UVC free drive camera functions. Also, this endoscope camera works only with devices running Android 4.2 and above. **



Package: Euroblister


				EAN: 5712579133373



	















	FAST DELIVERY
	CLUB TRENDY

				GET 7% OFF 
	Customer Service Mon - Fri

				Live Chat: 9AM - 9PM
	30 DAYS RETURN POLICY
	OVER 8.000.000 SATISFIED

				CUSTOMERS

















    
        Condition

        Refurbished
"Refurbished" phone is perfect if you don't want to pay the full price to enjoy the pristine look of a device. It has no traces of wear and appears completely new. 


        It comes with a 2-year warranty.  
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Telephone Support:


			If you have any questions regarding your order, deliveries or anything else, our customer service staff will be more than happy to answer. Contact us via e-mail, phone or chat.
		






7% Discount:


			Not only do you become eligible to participate in our monthly contest when you become a member of Club Trendy, but you automatically get a 7% discount on products below £100 that are not already on offer, the opportunity to benefit from special offers and all the latest updates on the mobile accessories market.
		






Fast Delivery:


			We guarantee the swift, safe delivery of our products. What's more, orders received before 16h Monday-Friday will be dispatched the same day.
		






OVER 8.000.000 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS


			The success of our online business is reflected in the fact that we've provided for 8,000,000 satisfied customers. Thank you for placing your trust in MyTrendyPhone!
		






OVER 18 YEARS ONLINE:


			MyTrendyPhone has been trading online with great success for over 18 years. With our phenomenal selection of accessories we tend to meet all your needs and specific requests!
		






Delivery information








CURRENTLY OUT OF STOCK








RETURNS POLICY


			We hope that you are completely satisfied with your purchase. Please therefore let us know if you are dissatisfied with any of our products, or if you have received faulty or defective goods. If this is the case, then you have the right as a consumer to make use of the 30-day refund policy or to request compensation.
		







HOW MUCH DOES SHIPPING COST?



	
							Destination
[image: ]	
							Letter
							
							Package
						
	
							Order value under £60.00
							
							Order value over £60.00
						
	
							Royal Mail
							
							ParcelForce
							
							UPS
						
	UK	
							£2.30
							
							Delivery time: 2-3 working days
							
							£8.50
							
							Delivery time: 2-3 working days
							
							£11.30
							
							Delivery time: 1-2 working day(s)
						
	Ireland	
							£2.30
							
							Delivery time: 2-3 working days
							
							-
							
							-
							
							£11.30
							
							Delivery time: 1-2 working day(s)
						





			Please note that the delivery charge applies per order. In other words, you only pay one delivery charge per order, regardless of how many products are included in the order.
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	MyTrendyPhone
	|
	Frydenborgvej 27C,
	|
	3400 Hillerød, Denmark
	|
	VAT: 439 5352 73
	|
	
        customer.care@mytrendyphone.co.uk
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